IN MEMORY OF

ALLEN, ELIZABETH ANNE
Mary Frenzel
Ken and Mary Kay Mangan
Kenneth Tietgen

BEER, FLORENCE
Pamela Allan
John and Anna Bundschuh
Florine DiGiovanni
Larry and Barbara Wilson

CASEY, GEORGE
James and Beverly Casey
Rosemary Eichenlaub
Al and Joan Maerz
Ada Neary

CHARGEBOIS, ETHEL
B. Jean Ruebens

DEWEY, JEANNE
Bob and Debbie Bauer
Churchville Chili Sports Boosters
Frank and Maureen Cieslak
Rob and Laurie Conti
Robert and Kathleen Dewey

DIFERINA, MARY
Brookport Teacher's Association
Lawrence and Jean Diriенко
Paul and Stacey Giotta
Dawn LaPietra
Santo and Sylvia Montemorano
Rose N. Volpe

DIVITA, FRANK
Bernie and Stacie Schreuder

ELLIOIT, LEONARD
Caroline Bailey
Ursula Granite
Mr. and Mrs. George Keats
Karen Morris
Amy Novick & Tom Stio
Paul and Reva Riley
Nancy Rosenberg
Sylvia Watkins

ESPOSITO, JOSEPH
Amy Manville

FENTON, ROGER
Bill and Gay Bertram

FEUERSTEIN, GERALDINE
Robert and Shirley Taylor

FINNEMORE, MAUREEN
Kathleen Mitmer

FLETCHER, CLARA KATHLEEN
Ethox International

FORBES, ROBERT
Wayne and Arlene Burdett
Legal Aid of NC

GARRETT, Mr.
Iroquois School Social Comm.

GIFFORD, SHIRLEY CLARK
Penn Yan Class of 1958

HENRY, THOMAS
ACRO Industries, Inc.
Janet Archibald
Jim and Linda Baker
Dan and Nina Chazanoff
Jimmy and Barbara Condon
Daniel and Joyce Dalton

Arthur and Carmella DeMatteo
Suzanne Esan
Sam and Rosalie Ferrara
Patricia Font-Bach
Nancy Gahagan
Myron and Mary Ann Green
Patricia Haake
James Hart
Carole Honford
Lisa Kemp
Paul and Rosalind Krebs
Fred and Daphne Lamb
Kenneth and Marianne Liddle
Amelia Marsh
Harold Mathis
John and Sharon Newton
Parkleigh Staff
Lyn Pezzuto
Ann Schifano
Michael and Patricia Trost
Micki Walsh

INGRAHAM, ELAINE
Richard and Noreen DiFrancesco
Mr. and Mrs. Kreag Donovan
Kathryn Emison
Clyde and Melissa Summer

JULIAN, ANTHONY
Jodi Aman
Moe and marge Ferreri
Frank and Josie Loiacano
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Miller
Mary Patel
Robert and Anne Petrantoni

KOWSKY, CELIA
Jane Hanken

KREMPASKY, KATHERINE
John and Claire Bensh
Cooper/Haims Advisors, LLC
Chuck and Linda Dronsfield
Suzanne Gillette and Kevin Cooman

KRUCKOW, FREDERICK
John and Mary Evans

LABORIE, RONALD
Robert and Sandra Marr

LEONE, JAMES
PGM Corp.

LOPRESTI, ROBERT
Mike and Diane Kozakiewicz

LYNN, MARIE
American Legion Auxiliary Unit 34

MARCHNER, DOROTHY
Richard and Kathleen Acton
Bill and Kathy Aman
Joseph and Theresa Bovenzi
Joe and Claudia Campanella
Clayton and Susan Cloen
Margaret Frosino
Rebecca Johnson & Bill Destler
Lorraine Joseph
Margaret McClanahan
Vincent and Rachel Melito & Family
George Michaels
Rochester Management Inc.
Earl and Sue Sellers
Phyllis Sinigalli
Jean Voellinger
Gary and Karen Wumkes

MASON, MARGE
Jacelyn Welk

MCKINNEY, ALPHONSO
Steve Held

MCNAMUS, CATHERINE
Jim and Norma Galloway
Theoda Kelly

Mary Alice Manning
Dorothy Maurer
Robert Peet

MONICO, ANGELO
Harry and Dana Lane

MORTIER, MARY
Linda Polka
Joan Ukshe

MURRELL, LORRAINE
Scandinavian Heritage Society

NARDONE, JOSEPH
Frank and Valerie Altobello
Anthony and Marlene Anastasi
Ann Anderson
Richard and Nancy Bauman
Albert and Nancy Cangiano
George and Pat Casler
Centerchem, Inc.
Centerchem, Inc. Co-workers
Tom and Janice Cobett
Michael Comella
Roger and Joan Crayton
Erasmo and Anna DiVasta
Jessica Edmonds
Leonard and Shirley Eurot
William and Susan Fay
Gleason Works Elder Statesmen
Sue Habbersett
Thomas and Nancy Hammond
Barry and Mary Lou Hartley
Theresa Hebert
Raymond Levitt
Thomas King
Lois Kowitz
Ronald Lewis
Dona Lomio
Ed and Carolyn Maraggi
Memo and Mary Jane Masiello
Edward and Lisa Ann Matson
Ray and Pat Mitrano
Thomasine Mitrano
William and Marlene Morrison
William and Jean Murphy
Karl and Nancy Northrup
NYS Home Wine Committee
Madelyn Passino
Adriano and Jean Roberti
Rochester Area Home Winemakers
Paul and Helen Romano
Elaine Schadler
John and Anne Slavisky
Rocco and Jo Tomassino
Jim and Janet Vandermeer
Robert and Mary Waasdorp
Owen, JESSIE
Linda Telesca

PAGE, RALPH
Deborah Perrotta

PURDY, NORMA
Sigrid Amberger
Dean and Mary Bates
Jean Bullock
Albert and Brenda Day
Everett and Sharon Day
Robert and Annette Flaherty
Robert Guinan
Joan Hartter
John and Mary Havens
Christopher Iversen
John and Carolyn McTiernan
Monroe Tractor
Louise Mulvany
Donald and Virginia Outhouse
Helene Panzarella
Harrison and Margaret Thom
John and Christine Treahy
Donald Widrick
Marilyn Widrick

RENEHAN, KATHERINE
Thomas and Kimberly Renehan

RITTER, MARY
Eileen Springer

ROSSETTI, MARY
Mr. and Mrs. Domenic DiCesare
Patricia Embury
Janet Ferrante
Michael LaFranca & Marilyn
Napieralski

SIMPSON, JAMES
Celeste Casson
Lawrence Heilbronner
E. James and Barbara Johnson

TRAVIS, EVELYN
John and Darlene Pike & Family
Shirley Sackett

TUYN, DOROTHY
Bill and Elaine Cole & Girls

VITALE, ANTHONY
Dennis and Sharon McElhan

VOGT, EUGENE ROBERT
Ella DeCracker
James Keenan

WAGSTAFF, JOHN
Marie Davias & Fred Elliott
Otto, Debbie, & Steve Freyler
IBEW Local Union 86
Tami Weits

WARD, JENNIE
Highland Hosp. CT&MR Dept.
Paul Mittermeyer
Judy Parmiter
Rona Poss
Susan Ronzo
Mindy Sutherland & Family

WELLMAN, HELEN
Stephen and Kathleen Perry

WHITE, JOHN
Karen Foote

WHITEHOUSE, LODEMA
“DOLLY”
Jane Cole
Sadie Cole
Marie Gala

WISNIEWSKI, JOSEPH, JR.
Mark and Bernice Masler
Michael and Nancy Yonko

WOODCOCK, MILES
Cheryl True

WOOLRIDGE, BERNICE
Mary Ann Baker
Kathleen Coons
Geraldine Salmon

WYNN, HELEN
Del Monte Corp.
Cindy Pray

IN HONOR OF:

CLAEYS, ROBERT
Eleanor Claeys
Joseph Trdinich